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ABSTRACT

Despite efforts to detect malware using permissions listed in the manifest of apps, new forms of malware use Android’s inter-component communication (ICC) system to bypass permissions. We develop a detection framework for statically analyzing Android apps using a hierarchical approach that analyzes permissions and then uses information gathered from Android’s ICC to achieve higher accuracy. Our system, MalDetector, is tested on a data set of 745 good apps from the Google Play Store and 745 bad apps from the Dreiben [1] dataset. We implemented it using three machine learning algorithms, and MalDetector achieved a highest precision of 95.1% using a Neural Network.

INTRODUCTION

Despite Android’s immense popularity, it accounts for over 80% of malware attacks [2]. Just as researchers have been able to detect malware using permissions, malware attacks have also been evolving to bypass permissions and exploit Android’s ICC system. Recent research has begun using machine learning to classify and detect deviant behavior using ICC information. Some approaches, like RoppDroid [3], seek to modify Android’s ICC so that it reduces the permission set of the apps carrying out the function (deputies) to that of the apps making API Calls (senders). Others, like ICCDetector [4], use ICC information to create feature vectors and process them through a Support Vector Machine. We seek to combine the advantages of detecting malicious apps using risky permissions with detecting malicious apps using Android’s ICC.

METHOD

Information was extracted, decoded, and processed using:

1) MalDetector first extracts the set of permissions each app requests from the manifest of each app using APKTool.
2) It then uses one of three ML algorithms (Support Vector Machine [SVM], Boosted Tree [BT], or Neural Network [NN]) to classify the data set using permissions.
3) MalDetector extracts the set of intents each ‘good’ app calls and any Services, Providers, or Receivers it includes in the manifest using IC3Tool.
4) Finally, MalDetector uses the same ML algorithm from Step 2 to classify the remaining apps and outputs the final classification of good and bad apps.

DISCUSSIONS

In comparison to the other feature spaces, the hierarchical approach outperformed the Permissions-Only and ICC-Only feature spaces and performed similarly to the Both-Permissions-and-ICC feature space in accuracy. The hierarchical approach was able to reduce the number of false positives relative to the other approaches, and it is noted that it could be because the ICC analysis was better at correctly classifying malware than classifying good apps. The similarity in results between the highest three performing feature sets could be due to the age of the Dreiben dataset (‘14), which may have other malicious apps that rely more on permissions than ICC and may not be representative of current malware trends.

CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated Android malware detection using a hierarchical approach based on permissions and ICC components. We successfully built a framework that extracts the permissions and ICC components from a dataset of 1,490 apk files, half of which are good and half of which are bad. We implemented it using three machine learning algorithms and three additional feature spaces for comparison. The hierarchical approach achieved the highest precision of 95.1% using Neural Networks, and the highest accuracy of 92.3% was achieved using the Both-Permissions-and-ICC feature space and Blended Trees.
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